
                                             

                         SPIRITUAL PAST LIFE REGRESSION (with Angels) 

According to Bhagwat Gita, the Soul, or Atman, is never born, never dies and after 

coming into existence never ceases to be. It is nitya (always), shasvatah (permanent) and 

purana (very ancient) (Chapter 2.20).                                                                   
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Hi Friends  

Today we are going to talk about the difference between Past Life 

Regression and Spiritual Past Life Regression with the Angels. 

Before that are you searching answers to the problems related to Constant 

Struggle in Job or  business challenges , pro longed diseases , painful childhood , 

parents not loving you , parents being partial to you and loving other siblings , 

diseases since childhood or Child abuse , or  a sorrowful courtship , a painful 

marriage or Tragic Death of losing near and dear ones in early age or at the time 

when you needed them the most  ,repeated life patterns , being constantly 

cheated in a relationship , strong connection to certain people and getting hurt by 

them etc  

You will not only get your Answers in Spiritual Past Life Regression but you will 

also release your Curses, Contracts, Vows and Miseries  

Past Life Regression: -A client visits a hypnotherapist and with the help 

of his/her hypnotherapist the client is taken into hypnosis and further 

into Past Lives. 

A client may see, visualize, hear or feel the events of Past lives. 

During these general sessions the client can go through the Past Lives 

and see the events, which at times can be traumatic as the events of 

Past live journey could be very disturbing and again seeing / visualizing 



the events can disturb the client leaving into energy imbalance, stress 

and anxiety. 

Quite often clients ask that when they tried going into Past lives they 
couldn’t. The main cause of same is stress, anxiety, imbalance of 
energies, imbalance of Chakras etc. 

Unless the client is not made comfortable, energies grounded, cleared 

and chakras aligned to peace and harmony the journey could be 

traumatic or even not possible. 

Spiritual Past Life Regression with the Angels : - This is quite different 

and safest way than the conventional Past Life Regression. In Spiritual 

PLR you are going to a qualified spiritual healer who is a trained clinical 

hypnotherapist for your journey through your Past Lives. 

To complete the process of going into PLR generally 10-12 sessions are 

recommended, initial sessions are done to ground the energies, 

balance the chakras and make client stress free and anxiety free so that 

when the actual PLR starts the client as well as the energy system, 

chakras are balanced and stress-free SOUL gets prepared for PLR 

session. 

As we all know the theory of KARMA and Karmic actions has good and 

bad actions or even reactions, let us help you with the Soul journey pre 

and post death. 

Once a person dies the soul have to go to divine, where Karmic 

accounting is done as the acts and actions during the lifetime. 

Soul then is asked to choose the next lifetime, to choose parents, 

siblings, future spouses, friends as well as enemies. 

After the soul moves to the next lifetime and spends 9 months or so in 

the mother’s womb upon arrival for the day of birth the baby comes 

out crying. 



Reason of crying is coming back to the materialistic world and now 

most often babies Horoscope is made and placement of stars are not 

just simple, it’s the MAP of life’s journey ahead of the baby. 

Now comes the interesting part some babies are born with silver spoon 

some grow up in happy homes and some babies have tough journey 

right from the birth which could be health issues, non-caring parents or 

dying early or losing parents early so on and so forth. 

As the baby with silver spoons grows up all is good, great parents, great 

health, happy loving family awesome education and best of the things 

possible. 

 

But for the other baby whose journey started on the wrong foot has 

already started facing Law of Karma, we had clients coming up and 

taking about losing parents in early life time, biased parents, non-caring 

parents, non-loving parents, growing with disease, lack of love or 

education, inimical siblings tough childhood, teenage or adult hood. 

Basically, unhappiness from Childhood. 

Some come and say that childhood was good, but they were unlucky in 

love didn’t find the right partner or landed up with wrong partner. 

Divorce or extra-marital affair cases etc. 

Some said they are having repeated patterns in life which is not good 

experience to live with. 

Some said they were cheated upon, few experienced struggles in work 

life, some of them were not able to live happy life and are just about 

surviving. 

Some came up and said that their children are not good to them or 

have created lots of trouble for them. 



The list is never ending. 

Spiritual Past life Regression:- 

The basic reason of all these incidents is related to Past Lives and once 

the Spiritual Past life Regression is started, they find the answers and 

can resolve issues during the therapy. 

During the journey of Spiritual Past life Regression after taking initial 

few sessions and taking caring of anxiety, stress, grounding and 

balancing the client’s PLR session is started. 

The client is taken into Past lives, wherein they can either see, hear, 

visualize, or feel depending upon their Claire the real journey starts. 

Client is taken into the journey of Past lives with Arch Angels and issues 

related to each life are sorted. 

In each life, right from the childhood till death in that Past life , Cords 

are scanned and released from the clients soul and the other parties 

involved , Curses are identified and release, Vows are released , 

Contracts are ended the clients soul as well as the other soul with 

whom the Cords , Curses , Contracts , Vows are attached are released in 

Gods white light and both the souls are sent to white light respectfully. 

When number of souls from the past lives are disconnected, client’s 

soul integration starts and as client comes to the current life after 

releasing issue of Past Lives and Soul Integration, the current life 

becomes beautiful and Karmic Debt free. 

 

Vows :- A small example of same “according to Hindu marriage ritual, 

vows are made for 7 lives in front of fire by the groom and bride “. 

But if the marriage falls out, divorce is granted by court and both go 

separate ways. 



Now the Vows taken at the time of marriage still exists in the Universe. 

Clients complained that the second marriage life was also traumatic  

Hence only way to release the VOW is with the help of angles during 

the session. 

This helped them lead the second married life happily. 

 

Curses :-Many clients have raised concern of challenges in current life 

where they feel terrible suffering in personal life or work front , health 

or miseries .One of the client complained that none of the children 

could see their father alive after they attained age of 4 and this was 

happening for last 3 generations. When they visited past life they 

observed curses which made the generations suffer. 

Once these curses were released with the soul who was cursed 3 

generations ago, the situation improved and no more deaths happened 

within the family and children could see their father alive post age of 4. 

 

To conclude its advisable to get your Spiritual Past Life Regression Done 

with Angels to resolve all the unhealthy issues and patterns in your 

current life . 

 


